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1. Introduction. A completely regular space is said to be pseudo-
compact if every real-valued continuous function on it is bounded [7].
The pseudo-compactness is characterized by the existence of a cluster
point for each sequence o open subsets of the space [see 6]. The
question arises whether the existence of a cluster point for each net,
instead of a sequence, of open sets is equivalent to some known topologi-
cal property. We shall identify such property as H-closedness.

By a space we shall mean a Hausdorff space and a pseudo cover o
a space, a collection of open sets whose closures cover the space. An
H-closed space is defined as one which is closed in every space contain-
ing it and also one with finite pseudo subcover property, that is, every
open cover has a finite pseudo subcover [2], [4]. H-closed spaces, first
studied by Alexandrov and Urysohn [3] and also by M. H. Stone [12],
play the same role to Hausdorff spaces in the theory of extensions as
compact spaces (the Stone-ech compactifications) to completely regular
spaces. Alexandrov commented in [1]: "While the theory o bicom-
pact extensions of completely regular spaces can be considered as being
in its undamental features already constructed, concerning H-closed
extensions of Hausdorff spaces we have or the time being only isolated,
though sometimes very interesting results."

One of the undamental concepts in the theory o H-closed spaces
is the "centered system of bases" originated by Alexandrov [8]. The
central idea of the present note is the "pseudo finite intersection
property" (PFIP), an analogue o finite intersection property and
Alexandrov centered systems, and the presentation will parallel to the
machinery or compact spaces (see [7], [11]). We call a family of non-
vacuous sets centered if the intersection o any two sets in it belongs to
it; and a amily o non-vacuous sets in a topological space is said to
have PFIP i the intersection of finitely many members o the family
contains a non-vacuous open set. We will show that every space can be
embedded in an H-closed space as a dense set, a construction similar
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to the Wallman compactification of T spaces [13]. As applications, we
show that the Stone-Weierstrass approximation theorem holds for
Hausdorff spaces and that a regular space is completely regular if the
continuous functions on the space separate the points.

2. Basic properties. Theorem 1o A space X is H-closed if and
only if each family of closed subsets of X with PFIP has a nonvoid
intersection.

Proof. Suciency. Suppose that each amily o closed subsets
o X with PFIP has a nonvoid intersection and let {A" a e I} be an open
cover of X. Then (X-A)=0 and {X-A’ael} is a family of
closed sets without PFIP. There are A.,,...,a.,, such that ( (X--A.)

i=l

contains no nonempty open set and X=X-Cl (X-A.)= A.-J A..
i=1 i=1 1=1

The H-closedness of X is proved.
Necessity. Assume that {C" e I} is a family of closed sets in X

with PFIP and void intersection. X-X-(C.--)(X--C) and

{X-C’a e I} is an open cover of X. For any finite subset of the

cover, {X- C,, ..., X-C}, ) (X- C)--X-( C X-P and ) X
i=l i=l i=l

-CX-P, where P is a nonvoid open set contained in C. Then
i=l

the open cover {X-C" I} of X has no finite pseudo cover and X is
not H-closed.

Corollary (Alexandrov). A space X is H-closed if and only if
( O for each family {0.} of open subsets of X with PFIP.

Proof. The necessity follows from theorem 1. In order to prove
the sufficiency let {0o} be the amily of interiors o the closed sets
with PFIP. Then {0} has the PFIP and ( 0=/: implies C=/:.
X is H-closed by. Theorem 1.

A point s of a space is called a cluster point of a net {0 e I} of
open sets O if, for a given e I and a neighborhood N o s, there is an

e I such that and N intersects 0 in a nonvacuous set.
Theorem 2. A space X is H-closed if and only if each netof open

sets in X has a cluste point.

Proof. Necessity. Let {0" e I} be a net of open sets in an H-
closed space X and let C- O.{C e I} is a collection of closed

sets with PFIP and C:/= by Theorem 1. Any point belonging to
( C is a cluster point of the net {0}.

Suciency. Let X be a Hausdorff space in which every net of open
sets has a cluster point and let be a collection of closed subsets of X
with PFIP. Define ’ to be the family o all finite intersections of
members of and let ’ be directed by the inclusion relation. Then
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{0" 0-interior of C, C e ’} is a net of open sets directed by inclusion
and has a cluster point s. If C and C2 belong to ’ and CC2, then

OO and the net {O} is eventually in every open set O e . Then s
belongs to each C of and C is nonvid. The H-closedness of X is
proved.

Theorem :}. The Cartesian product X of H.closed spaces X(a I)
is H-closed relative to the product topology.

Proof. Let be a family of subsets of X with PFIP. It is
sufficient to show that (- {B" B e } is nonvoid. We may assume by
Zorn’s or Tukey’s lemma that is maximal with respect to the
PFIP. If is the projection operation from X into a coordinate space
X.{zrB; B e 3} has the PFIP and {zrB B e 3} is nonvoid. Choose

x e zrB. The point x whose a-coordinate is x has each of its

neighborhood intersecting each member of in a set which contains
nonempty open set. Therefore x belongs to B for each B e and the
theorem is proved.

3. Pseudo.homeomorphism. Definition. Let X1 and X2 be two
topological spaces and let f be a mapping of X into X2. f is said to
be pseudo-continuous [0-continuous] at a point xx e Xx if for any neigh-
bourhood N2(x2) of the point x2-f(x) there exists a neighborhood N(x)
such that f(N(x)) N2(x2)[f(N(x)) N2(x2)].

A one-one mapping of Xx onto X2 which is pseudo-continuous [O-
continuous] in both directions is called a pseudo-homomorphism
homeomorphism] between Xx and X2.

The concept of t?-continuity is due to Fomin [6] and the pseudo-
continuity is also called weak-continuity [5].

Lemma 1. If an H-closed space X is separated by the algebra
C(X) of all real-valued continuous functions on it, then there is a one-
one correspondence between $he maximal ideals of C(X) and the points
in X.

Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal in C(X). Suppose that to each
point x e X there is a function f e M such that f(x):/=. Then f does
not vanish on the closure of some neighborhood G(x) of the point x.
The H-closedness of X implies the existence of G(xx), ..., G(x) with
the property G(xx) U. U Gn(xn) X. The function f+ +f does
not vanish on X and M is not a proper ideal. The contradiction proves
the lemma.

Lemma 2. Leg X be an H-closed space separated by C(X), G an
open subset of X and Xo a point of X nog belonging to G. Then there
is a function f e C(X) such that f(x)= 1 for x and f(Xo)=0.

Proof. For each x, e G there is a f, e C(x) satisfying f,(x,)--2 and
f,(xo)=O. N(x,)={x f,(x) > 1}. We can find N(x), ..., N(x) with
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N(xi) N(xn). (f/... /f)A 1 is the desired unction f.
Lemma :. If X is an H-closed space separated by C(X) and G, G

two open subsets of X with disjoint closures, then there is a function
f in C(X) such that f(x)= 1 on and on .

Proof. We cn find n functions f,...,f e C(X) such that f(x)
=2 on lf(x)--O, x 2 and ) N(x)- {x; f(x) <1, x e X}2.

=1 =1

Then f= {(fl-- 1) A... A (fn- 1)}/0.
Lemma 4. If C(XI), C(X) separate H-closed spaces X,X respec-

tively, then the concepts of pseudo-continuity and t?-continuity between
X and X coincide.

Proof. Let f be a pseudo-continuous mapping from X into X.
To any open neighborhood G of X-f(X) there is an open neighbor-
hood G of x such that f(G). Suppose f(). There is g e

-G1 with the property f(g)e G2. If N is an open neighborhood o2
f(g) such that 2 =, by Lemma 2 there is an open neighborhood

N1 o gl with f(N) This is impossible on account of N1 G{
and f(N G1) G2.

Theorem 4. Let X,X be two H-closed spaces separated by C(XI),
C(X) respectively. Then X1 and X2 are pseudo-homeomorphic if and
only if C(X) and C(X) are algebraically isomorphic.

Proof. If C(X) and C(X) are algebraically isomorphic, the one-
one correspondence p between X and X is determined by the corres-
pondence between the maximal ideals of C(X) and C(X). Let N be
an open neighborhood of x e X and p(x)-x (X--N=/=). It is suffi-
cient to prove that there is an open neighborhood N o x with p(N)
N. We can find f e C(X) such that f(x)=l for x e X-N and
f(x)-O by Lemma 2. For f e C(X) corresponding to f the open set
M {x" f(x) < 1/2, x e X} is mapped onto a set p(M)=M={x" f(x) < 1/2,
x e X}N.. The theorem is proved.

Theorem . Every H-closed space X separated by C(X) is pseudo-
homeomorphic to a compact space.

Proof. Let F(X) be the set of all continuous functions on X to
[0, 1], and let e be the evaluation map carrying x, X into e(x) e I(, the
product space of the unit interval I taken F(X) times, whose f-th coor-
dinate is f(x) or each f e F(X). Then e maps X onto a subspace e(X)
of I(x), whose closure e(X) in I(x) is a compact set. A continuous
function on e(X) is continuous on X and it ollows rom the construc-
tion o e(X) that any function continuous on X is also continuous on
e(X). Then C(X) and C(e(X)) are algebraically isomorphic and the
theorem follows from Theorem 4.
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